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AGGRAVATED DISCHARGE OF A FIREARM – 1003 E. COLORADO 
____________________________________________________________________________ 

On Friday, April 10, 2020, at 4:34 pm, Urbana patrol officers were dispatched to the area of 

1102 E. Colorado Ave. for a report of a shooting.  Initial dispatches indicated that a black male 

was armed with a handgun, he had possibly shot himself, and a black female was potentially 

with him.   

Officers arrived and located multiple people in the area, including more than one person who 

matched the description of the potential armed subject.  Officers initially detained a 14-year-old 

male and 16-year-old female who matched the description of the subjects involved, but officers 

were able to determine that they were not involved in this incident and they were subsequently 

released.   

At the same time some officers were dealing with the uninvolved juveniles, other patrol officers 

also located Kamarion Busby, a 19 year old Champaign man, and Aleyah Lewis, a 21 year old 

Urbana female, in the street near the intersection of S. Cottage Grove and Glenwood Oaks Ct.  

Officers stopped Busby and Lewis and began to give them orders, specifically to get on the 

ground.  Officers were eventually able to get Busby to follow commands, and Busby walked 

back to them as they were maintaining cover behind their police vehicles. 

While Busby was being secured behind the police vehicles by officers, Lewis began arguing 

with officers and started walking away from them.  This necessitated a patrol sergeant to 

approach Lewis.  The sergeant reached Lewis, who had stopped, and he began to attempt to 

physically restrain her.  Lewis started fighting with the sergeant and she was subsequently 

taken to the ground.   

Lewis continued to fight with the sergeant despite his orders to stop resisting.  During the 

struggle, the patrol sergeant suffered a broken thumb.  It was later determined that the sergeant 

might require surgery to repair the broken thumb.   

Lewis continued thrashing her arms about and tucking her arms under her body while she was 

laying on her stomach.  It is important to note that officers did not know whether Lewis was 

armed at that time.  Another officer and another sergeant assisted in securing Lewis in 

handcuffs.  An officer struck Lewis one time in the head in an attempt to distract her in order for 

officers to gain control of her arms while they were trying to handcuff her.  However, this did not 

stop Lewis from continuing to resist officer’s efforts to arrest her. 

Even after Lewis was handcuffed, she continued to resist officer’s efforts to place her in a patrol 

vehicle.  Lewis spat in the face of another patrol officer and also kicked that officer in the chest 

when she was being placed in a patrol vehicle.   

When officers searched Busby, they found a loaded handgun in his pants.  Based on the 

condition of the handgun, it was apparent that it had recently been fired.  Officers located 
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multiple witnesses on scene and through further investigation they were able to determine the 

following. 

Busby and Lewis are in a romantic relationship and they had gotten into an argument at Lewis’ 

apartment.  This argument spilled out onto the front lawn at 1003 Colorado, where a handgun 

was fired.  Independent witnesses observed Busby with the gun in his hand.  Based on Busby’s 

erratic movements at that time, witnesses thought that Busby might have shot himself.  It was 

later determined that Busby had not shot himself, however the round that was fired from the gun 

travelled northeast across the street and through the window of an occupied apartment.  The 

resident of that apartment happened to be in a different room at the time of the shooting, so no 

one was injured.   

Busby and Lewis both appeared to be under the influence of something when officers were 

dealing with them.  When officers later attempted to speak with Lewis about what happened, 

she claimed that she could not remember what happened and she had taken a “Xanax edible” 

earlier in the day.    

Busby and Lewis were both secured at the Champaign County Satellite Jail.  Lewis was 

preliminarily charged with aggravated battery and resisting/obstructing an officer.  Busby was 

preliminarily charged with unlawful use of weapons, aggravated discharge of a firearm, and 

having no valid FOID card.  Busby had a bond set at $150,000.  Lewis had a bond set at 

$20,000.   

The investigation of this incident is ongoing. Anyone with further information, photographs, or 

video recordings is encouraged to call the Urbana Police Department at 217-384-2320.  

Detectives will arrange to meet with witnesses privately.  Callers may remain anonymous by 

calling Crime Stoppers at 217-373-TIPS, submit a tip on the Champaign County Crime Stoppers 

website (champaigncountycrimestoppers.com), or submit a tip on the free P3 Tips app which if 

available in iTunes and Google Play app stores.  
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